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CHAPTER ONE

!  considerations as to how long a hose assembly 
   should last in service
!  understand the 3 distinct stages where failure can 
   occur in the life of a hose assembly
!  understand the factors which help to determine the 
   expected service life of a hose assembly
!  benefits of rubber hose – overview 
!  benefits of thermoplastic hose – overview
!  advantages of rigid pipe and hose assemblies
!  The 9 phases within the life cycle of a hose assembly

CHAPTER TWO

!  risk analysis
!  defining the consequences of failure for a hose 
   assembly
!  defining the probability of failure for a hose assembly
!  calculating the resultant risk
!  analysing the results of the risk assessment
!  a risk based inspection programme

Risk Analysis

Hose Assembly –
Life Expectancy

LIFE EXPECTANCY
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life expectancy

! Application

– system pressures, frequency and amplitude of 

pressure surges

– suction

– extremes of movement and flexing cycles

– external pressures (e.g. under water)

– temperature

– permeation, or effusion

– hose material compatibility

The factors which help to determine the expected service

life of a hose assembly include:

Hose assembly service life in working hours as a function of application pressure at different minimum bend radii values.
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ABOUT THE COURSE
This is a one day course has been written and developed
using the technical expertise available to the BFPA and the
BFPDA and sets out to establish a benchmark for training
people responsible for hose inspection and management
from a wide variety of industry sectors and establishing a
recognised standard in hose management best practice.
With the introduction of the Hose Integrity, Inspection and
Management course, we have further enhanced the
training package to include all core issues surrounding the
efficient inspection, analysis, identification, registering and
recording of hydraulic hose. During the training the
individual will assessed with outcome of being able to
achieve a BFPA industry recognised certificate gaining
either a: pass, pass with merit or pass with distinction. 
As with all BFPA courses a high quality personalised
course book, certification of hose management
achievement and registration on the BFPA National 

data base, give both the attendee and employer
confidence that the correct methods and culture are 
being adopted and used.

WHY SHOULD YOU ATTEND THE COURSE
“The course is an excellent addition to the suite of training
offered by the BFPA and authorised trainers. I soon realised
that this course has the potential to cross a vast section of
industry, this is mainly due to the excellent content and
presentation, which makes the course very interesting and
accessible to manufacturers, distributors and most
importantly end users. I feel that the time and effort put in
by the BFPA has raised the bar to a new level of
understanding safety for all industries.”

Mr Andy Dickens
Technical & Training Manager, 
IMM Hydraulics (UK) Limited



CHAPTER THREE

!  competence by way of a robust competence 
   assurance system
!  the competence assurance cycle
!  a typical competence profile for personnel involved 
   with hose assemblies
!  industry definitions to distinguish a person who is 
   competent, knowledgeable and aware

CHAPTER FOUR

!  ISO stipulated requirements for the identification of 
   hydraulic hose assemblies including what information 
   shall be included
!  an overview of the methods commonly used to 
   uniquely identify a hose assembly
!  the visual inspection of a hose assembly upon receipt 
   before it is put in to service
!  supporting documentation for a hose assembly prior 
   to it entering service 
!  Certificate of Conformity (C of C) and Test Certificates

CHAPTER FIVE

!  recording a hose assembly prior to it going into 
   service/one already in service
!  examples of a hose register and what information is 
   typically contained in them

CHAPTER SIX

!  hose assembly installation inspection checklist
!  ensuring that inspection is undertaken in a safe manner
   – making reference to BFPA publication P113 ‘Fluid 
   Injection Injury Emergency – The Facts’
!  hose assembly in service inspection checklist
!  bulk hose branding – examples of branding methods 
   commonly used
!  examples of hose assembly damage/failure
!  corrosion of the hose reinforcement
!  inspection of equipment
!  inspecting around mating parts 
!  galvanic (bimetallic) corrosion 
!  correct and incorrect use of hose whip checks
!  inspecting quick release couplings

Identify, Inspect & Record

Hose Register

Visual Inspection

Competence Assurance
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IDENTIFY, INSPECT & RECORD

identify, inspect & record

! Nominal hose bore size

! Nominal hose outside diameter

! Nominal hose assembly length

! Designed maximum working and burst pressures

! Assembler’s name

! Hose assembly part number and/or serial number

! Hose assembly standard

! End connector details (including material of manufacture,

e.g. carbon steel) with type of ferrules and seals used

! Electrical continuity tests (if applicable)

! Pin pricking has been completed (if applicable)

! Fire rating (if applicable)

! Details of any other test undertaken (as applicable)

! Declaration that the hose assembly is manufactured 

using fully matched and validated product (in accordance

to the relevant standard, e.g. ISO1436, SAE J517)

! Test pressure and duration held at pressure

! Pressure test result (only a pass being acceptable)

! Signature of person authorised to sign as the inspector 

who inspected on behalf of the supplier

! Date of test.

BRITISH FLUID POWER ASSOCIATION
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HOSE REGISTER

hose register

Recording of a hose assembly

prior to it going into service 

(or recording one already in

service)
A register of hose assemblies should be held, this provides

essential supporting information when determining hose

inspection and replacement interval (consider the line BC

on the Bath Tub curve introduced in the chapter titled ‘life

expectancy’ and shown here), it also enables replacement

hose assemblies to be manufactured in advance in

readiness for replacing hose assemblies in service. As a

minimum the register should contain the following

information:

! Unique and traceable number

! Customer reference

! Month/quarter and year the hose was manufactured

! Date the hose assembly was manufactured

! Overall length

! Internal diameter

! Hose (and any other) specification(s)

! End connector types and sizes

! Location

! Service (e.g. drain line)

! Risk Class (High, Medium or Low)

! Date of last inspection

! Date of next inspection

! Status at last inspection

! Latest replacement date (is this before the next inspection 

is due?)

! Relevant historical information (e.g. previous supplier, 

typical time in service).

2 examples for a typical hose register are shown on the

following page, one version includes the bill of material for

the hose assembly, the other does not.

Bath Tub Curve
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Area and classification of failure:

1. Initial start up failures

2. Random in service failures

3. Wear out failures

QUICK
THOUGHT
When implementing a 

hose assembly inspection 

programme some companies 

use the same inspection 

frequency and colour 

coding system already used

within the business (for example

those used for the calibration of

measuring equipment, or the

inspection of lifting equipment).

visual inspectionExamples of hose assembly

damage/failure
As identified within the Installation chapter of the BFPA

‘Foundation Course in Working Safely with Hydraulic Hose

and Connectors’ and the Hose Assembly Routing &

Installation chapter of the BPFA ‘Hose Assembly Skills

Training Programme’, excessive stresses at the

hose/coupling interface needs to be eliminated so as to

reduce the likelihood of the hose assembly becoming

damaged/failing at this area.
These stresses do not just occur during installation – they

become more prominent during their service life (due to

factors such as impulse pressures, surge flows, vibration

and movement). The results of these stresses and changes

to the integrity of the hose assembly at the hose/coupling

interface can often be seen (for example by seepage of

fluid, movement of the hose within the coupling, bulging of

the hose outer cover) prior to a hose assembly failing in

service. Particular care should be taken to ensure that this

area of a hose assembly is examined for any obvious signs

of damage during the hose inspection procedure.

The photographs to the right show some examples of

damage at the hose/coupling interface.

VISUAL INSPECTION 
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Hose cover extruding out of the ferrule

Hose cover extruding out of the ferrule

Witness of oil which shows on the hose cover

VISUAL INSPECTION 
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visual inspection

This type of damage can result in the hose bursting at the

hose/coupling interface – typically some examples of this

are in the following photographs.

Certain failure modes can occur either near the

hose/coupling interface, or in the bulk of the hose itself.

The 2 photographs below give examples of the medium

within the hose escaping through the hose liner and not

being able to escape through the hose outer cover. This

effect is n
ot covered within the scope of this course, the

route cause for this type of failure can be complicated. The

period of time that a hose assembly is in
 service before this

type of problem manifests its
elf can vary and depend on a

number of factors. The medium in one of the applications

where these photographs were taken from was nitrogen,

the other was mineral oil.

Should a hose assembly have any obvious damage similar

to the above it is i
mperative that personnel are aware that

the bleb/blister will contain a medium which is under

pressure – therefore, if burst, m
aking it a potential for a

fluid injection injury and also in the case of gas could

release a large amount of energy with obvious

consequences – including noise!

Burst at the hose/ferrule interface

Hose pulled out 

of ferrule

Hose burst near 

the ferrule



Other Courses Available:

health and safety, 
hydraulic systems

HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT
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HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT

Good and Bad Practice
GOOD Follow correct disposal procedures in the case of:

• Spilt oil and any absorbent materials• Waste oil from reservoir oil changes.GOOD Check compatibility and specification of all hydraulic hoses before installation.GOOD Ensure that the pressure gauge used to check the system pressure is of the correct range and connection.
GOOD Check to see that all pipe and hose connectors are compatible with their relevant pipe and hose accordingly.GOOD Check oil type before putting it into a system.GOOD Follow the manufacturers’ recommendations and guidelines when involved in installation, commissioning and testing.GOOD Follow set procedures when carrying out fault diagnosis and rectification.GOOD Know where the emergency ‘stops’ are on any systems you are working on. GOOD Familiarise yourself with the layout of the building in which you are working and the appropriate fire exits.GOOD Ensure that any portable lifting equipment used during maintenance activities have been tested and carry an up to date test certificate.GOOD Ensure your coverage by ‘Employer Liability’ before carrying out any site work.

site safety
Environmental issues
! On arrival at site assess the extent of any oil spillage, and after completing your risk assessment, attempt to contain and minimise the loss of further fluid using: oil granules, oil pads, oil socks/booms etc! Before removing faulty hose place a container or oil spill pads under the work area! Remove hose and plug/cap ends to contain oil! Fit replacement hose and refill system as required with compatible oil and check for any further leaks! Ensure all materials used to contain spillage are collected and removed ! Be aware that site conditions can change after you have started working

! Take into consideration, weather conditions, (such as rain, snow, wind), site traffic movements, anyone new arriving on site, any considerable change in working conditions

Always reassess the environment you areworking in and make changes accordingly.For your safety be aware of what is happeningaround you.

Foundation Course 

in Working Safely 

with Hydraulic Hose 

and Connectors

thread awareness thread awareness

THREAD AWARENESS

THREAD AWARENESS
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Working Pressures for Light and Heavy Duty,Adjustable and Non Adjustable Ends

# AS SPECIFIED IN SAE J1926 AND ISO11926

THREAD 
SIZE

THREAD IDENTIFICATION 'O' RING DIMENSIONS 'O'
RING
SIZE

MALE O.D. FEMALE I.D. I.D. SECTIONmm mm mm mm7/16" - 20 11.1 9.9 8.92 1.83 904
1/2" - 20 12.7 11.5 10.52 1.83 905

9/16" - 18 14.3 12.9 11.89 1.98 906
3/4" - 16 19.1 17.5 16.36 2.21 908
7/8" - 14 22.2 20.6 19.18 2.46 910

1.1/16" - 12 27.0 25.0 23.47 2.95 912
1.3/16" - 12 30.2 28.2 26.62 2.95 914
1.5/16" - 12 33.3 31.3 29.74 2.95 916
1.5/8" - 12 41.3 39.3 37.47 3.00 920
1.7/8" - 12 47.6 45.6 43.69 3.00 924
2.1/2" - 12 63.5 61.5 59.36 3.00 932

THREAD 
SIZE

MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE IN MPa (BAR)#LIGHT DUTY (SAE J1926-3) HEAVY DUTY (SAE J1926-2)
ADJUSTABLE NON ADJUSTABLE ADJUSTABLE NON ADJUSTABLE

7/16" - 20 31,5 (315) 31,5 (315) 40 (400) 63 (630)

1/2" - 20 31,5 (315) 31,5 (315) 40 (400) 63 (630)

9/16" - 18 25 (250) 31,5 (315) 40 (400) 63 (630)

3/4" - 16 25 (250) 31,5 (315) 40 (400) 63 (630)

7/8" - 14 20 (200) 25 (250) 40 (400) 63 (630)

1.1/16" - 12 20 (200) 25 (250) 40 (400) 40 (400)

1.3/16" - 12 16 (160) 20 (200) 40 (400) 40 (400)

1.5/16" - 12 16 (160) 20 (200) 31,5 (315) 40 (400)

1.5/8" - 12 12,5 (125) 16 (160) 25 (250) 25 (250)

1.7/8" - 12 12,5 (125) 16 (160) 20 (200) 25 (250)

2.1/2" - 12 10 (100) 12 (125)

Main characteristics andgeometry
! Whitworth parallel thread form – thread flank angle 55°! J.I.S. BSP threads are NOT interchangeable with BSPP, NPTF and NPSM threads
Male – Form G
! The male has a 60° female cone
! Mates with a Form C female
Female – Form C
! The female is a swivel with a 60° male cone, (similar tothat of a BSPP)
! Mates with a Form G Japanese BSP male which has a 60° female cone

! Is NOT interchangeable with the BSPP female due to the Form C female having a longer thread length, thus making the BSPP thread bottom out before sealing is achieved on the cone contract area. Also the Form G male 60° cone diameter is smaller than the BSPP maleHow it seals
! Sealing is assured through contact of the mating male and female cones

Female – Form F
! The female is a swivel with a 60° female cone! Mates with a Japanese BSP male which has a 60° male cone

How it seals
! Sealing is assured through contact of the mating male and female cones

THREAD 
SIZE

THREAD IDENTIFICATION
MALE O.D. FEMALE I.D.

mm mmPF 1/4" B 13.0 11.8PF 3/8" B 16.5 15.3PF 1/2" B 20.8 19.0PF 3/4" B 26.3 24.6

THREAD 
SIZE

THREAD IDENTIFICATION
MALE O.D. FEMALE I.D.

mm mmPF 1" B 33.0 31.0PF 1.1/4" B 41.7 39.7PF 1.1/2" B 47.6 45.5PF 2" B 59.4 57.2

BSP – Japanese, (JIS B8363)
SAE ‘o’ ring port /stud end SAE J1926 / ISO 11926

BFPA Hose 

Assembly Skills 

Training Programme

Foundation Course in Working Safely with
Hydraulic Hose and Connectors
This course has been developed to provide an introduction into
hydraulic hose, connectors and the safe assembly of these
components for industry use. The course is classroom based,
during the day the attendee will gain a knowledge and
understanding of safe hose assembly and if applied will only
enhance the safety within the hydraulic industry and the attendee.

BFPA Hose Assembly Skills Training Programme
The skills course will take the candidate through the many
techniques and considerations essential for the safe production of
a quality hose assembly and ultimately leading to installation. This
two day course involves both the theoretical and practical
elements in working with hose and connectors. During the 2 days
the attendees will be trained and assessed to an industry level of
ability in working with hose and connectors.

Small Bore Tubing Integrity Course
This course has been developed by BFPA technical experts to give
candidates a valuable understanding of the complexity
surrounding small bore tubing and compression fittings, The
training course covers generic manufacturers twin ferrule
compression fittings, thread awareness, tube and pipe differences
and the preparation process, tube manipulation (bending)
principles, common installation and routing techniques.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Course bookings can be made by telephone, email, fax or by using our the
on-line booking course enquiry form:

Tel 01608 647900  
Fax 01608 647919
E-mail enquiries@bfpa.co.uk
www.bfpatrainingacademy.co.uk

To ensure you obtain the course dates that meet your requirements, early
bookings are recommended as many of our courses are in high demand.

The British Fluid Power Association, 
Cheriton House, Cromwell Park, Chipping Norton OX7 5SR 


